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Abstract
Most large web-scale applications are now built by composing
collections (from a few up to 100s or 1000s) of microservices.
Operators need to decide how many resources are allocated
to each microservice, and these allocations can have a large
impact on application performance. Manually determining
allocations that are both cost-efficient and meet performance
requirements is challenging, even for experienced operators.
In this paper we present AutoTune, an end-to-end tool that au-
tomatically minimizes resource utilization while maintaining
good application performance.

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation

Most modern web-scale applications – including those offered
by Google [8], Uber [43], and Netflix [44] – are comprised
of multiple (and sometimes many) microservices, such as
web servers, caches, load balancers, and data management
systems. Operators rely on microservice orchestrators such
as Kubernetes [38] to connect and manage these microser-
vices. Operators provide the orchestrator with an application
specification – listing the required set of microservices, their
resource requirements, and any placement constraints – and a
cluster specification that describes the set of servers on which
the application can be launched. Microservice orchestrators
provide additional APIs that provide fine-grained control over
an application’s resource allocation and placement (which
controls which components are colocated).

In theory, operators can use these APIs (along with appli-
cation APIs to change various configuration parameters) to
achieve good application performance and resource efficiency.
However, this is not an easy task, because the end-to-end per-
formance of microservice-based applications is an unknown
and complex function of the resources (such as memory and
cores) allocated to each microservice and, to a lesser degree,
the microservice placement. There has been little progress
in deriving analytical expressions for real-world application
performance as a function of resources and placement. Faced

with this unresolved complexity, many operators merely over-
provision with resources [8, 12, 14, 27] and use simple affinity
rules for placement [36, 38, 41]. As we will show, this results
in good performance but an inefficient use of resources. To
rectify this, we have designed a tool called AutoTune for au-
tomatically reducing resource consumption while preserving
adequate performance.

1.2 Considerations

AutoTune’s design is strongly influenced by three basic con-
siderations. First, we want a solution that can be used by
non-expert operators, and is applicable across a wide variety
of systems and use-cases. We therefore treat microservices as
blackboxes, rather than assuming that detailed models of their
performance are available. Similarly, we directly measure
application performance rather than attempt to derive it from
performance measurements on individual microservices. This
allows the operator to select the performance objective most
relevant to them (makespan, tail latency, etc.).

Second, we assume that operators can produce (based on
previous experience running the application) an initial deploy-
ment (i.e., a specification of the placement and the resource
allocations for each microservice) of their application that
achieves acceptable performance. We take the performance
of this initial deployment as the baseline performance expec-
tation. Our goal is to find more efficient deployments that use
fewer resources, yet achieves similar or better performance.

Third, in order to not interfere with the production envi-
ronment, we intend AutoTune to be run on a testbed where
various configurations can be evaluated; such testbed experi-
ments can easily be carried out in public clouds. In order for
these testbed runs to be useful, we assume that the operator
has access to a representative workload (or set of workloads)
where achieving good performance and resource efficiency on
these test workloads results in similar benefits in production
use. This is clearly true for recurring batch jobs, which have
similar workloads across invocations. We later discuss how
AutoTune can apply to more varying workloads, which we
then evaluate using a production trace.
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1.3 Approach

Our goal in designing AutoTune is not to achieve provably
optimal performance or provably optimal efficiency, but to
provide a widely-applicable and easy-to-use tool that can
provide as good or better performance than the operator-
provided baseline while typically reducing the number of
servers required for deployment. Our approach to finding
efficient deployments is comprised of two separate phases.

In phase 1, which we call resource clampdown, we try
to identify overprovisioned resources where we can reduce
the resource dedicated to an individual microservice without
impacting overall application performance. Once we have
eliminated all overprovisioning, we then try to place microser-
vices on the minimal number of servers while respecting these
resource allocations. We then verify that the resulting deploy-
ment matches the performance of the initial deployment, and
make adjustments if necessary to make this hold.

In phase 2, which we call performance improvement, we
take the deployment from phase 1 and test whether perfor-
mance can be improved by assigning leftover resources and
shifting resources on a server between microservices. The
result is a locally optimal allocation of resources that equals
or exceeds the original performance goal.

We demonstrate the efficacy of our approach by using Au-
toTune on three representative microservice applications ex-
hibiting a variety of microservice design patterns with widely
different microservices (both third-party and custom). We
demonstrate that, for these use-cases, AutoTune can reduce
the number of servers by up to 6.6×, while simultaneously
improving performance by up to 20%.

AutoTune’s resource allocation and placement are com-
puted for a specific workload, but in practice workloads
change over time. In §5 we demonstrate how AutoTune can
be used to overprovision resource so it can handle workload
changes. We find that overprovisioning resources by 30% is
sufficient to handle a workload that has 1.6×. Additionally,
we analyzed a a four-week long production trace from Data-
dog [11] and found that in that trace a workload increase of
this magnitude occurs approximately every 51 hours. Thus,
our analysis demonstrates that slight overprovisioning, and
infrequently running AutoTune is sufficient for handling dy-
namic workloads.

2 Background
We begin by describing current approaches to automatically
scaling microservice applications – autoscaling and Bayesian
optimization – and observe that they will not find efficient
deployments for many microservice applications. This lack of
applicability motivates the need for AutoTune. However, note
that these approaches solve a subtly different problem than
AutoTune in that they typically start with some configuration
which is underperforming and then add resources until the

performance is adequate; AutoTune starts with a configura-
tion where the performance is adequate and then reduces (and
rearranges) resources while maintaining (or improving upon)
acceptable performance. The two approaches are complemen-
tary, and in AutoTune when there is a sudden load spike we
can fall back on autoscaling to cope.

2.1 Autoscaling

Some orchestrators (including Kubernetes) and most
cloud providers (including Amazon [6], Azure [33], and
Google [16]) provide autoscaling services that observe each
microservice’s performance or utilization, and use this infor-
mation to decide when to add additional instances of that
microservice. These services accept as input a pre-defined
threshold (e.g., an acceptable response latency or utilization
level) and increase the number of instances for a microservice
whenever its performance drops below the threshold or its
utilization exceeds the threshold.

Regardless of what metric is used to trigger scaling, ex-
isting horizontal and vertical autoscaling solutions focus on
local optimizations: they consider the performance or utiliza-
tion of an individual microservice, without regard to overall
application performance. Additionally, when triggered they
scale only the triggering microservice, without regard to how
this might impact overall performance. This focus on local
optimization has two shortcomings.

First, using performance metrics requires the applications
operator to decompose an application level performance re-
quirement into performance targets for each individual mi-
croservice. As has previously been observed [25, 28], the
amount of time processing a request at different services de-
pends not just on the application, but on various factors such
as the request itself (which might dictate whether process-
ing is done on the fast path or slow path) and the history
of previous requests (which dictate whether a microservice
might experience pauses due to garbage collection or other ef-
fects). Finding an appropriate decomposition for complicated
real-world applications is thus quite challenging.

Second, the use of local optimization (whether performance
or utilization driven) can result in suboptimal resource alloca-
tions, i.e., in situations where an application is allocated more
resources than required to meet a particular performance goal.
We now illustrate this for utilization-triggered autoscaling.

Consider an application comprised of two microservices: a
frontend microservice and a storage microservice. The fron-
tend microservice receives client requests and performs a
blocking remote read from the storage microservice, which
on receiving a read request, reads and processes the request
file before returning the processed results. We collected re-
source utilization and job-completion times for each microser-
vice during a baseline run, which we show in Figure 1 and
Figure 2. Utilization seems to indicate that bottleneck re-
source is either (a) the CPU on the frontend microservice; (b)
the CPU on the storage microservice; or (c) the disk on the
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frontend microservice (used for logging). We then attempt to
empirically validate these findings by increasing each of these
resources and measuring their impact on the application’s
performance (Figure 3). We find, contrary to what the utiliza-
tion measurements suggest, that none of them has any impact
on application performance. In fact, the highest performance
improvement comes from increasing disk bandwidth on the
storage microservice, a resource that was not highly utilized!
This is because the frontend is blocked while waiting for the
storage service to read data, and utilization is not sufficient to
capture this dependency.

While a microservice’s performance (e.g., a microservice’s
response latency) is a more relevant measure than its utiliza-
tion, autoscaling based on such per-microservice performance
metrics suffers from the same flaw of not capturing dependen-
cies, and can thus result in inefficient provisioning.

2.2 Bayesian Optimization

In recent work [5], Bayesian optimization techniques were
used to improve the performance of an application consisting
of a single service (Spark executors) with a single microser-
vice per server. Optimizing this deployment merely requires
determining resource allocations for that single microservice;
this results in a relatively low-dimensional search space on
which Bayesian optimization performs well. We seek a tool
that can apply to applications with a heterogeneous set of
microservices which interact with each other in a variety of
ways. Such a setting results in a high-dimensional search
space, making it impractical to apply Bayesian optimization.
Furthermore, when dealing with a heterogeneous set of mi-
croservices, the mechanisms controlling scaling and place-
ment decisions must consider resource and operational con-
straints, and these are difficult to incorporate in such Bayesian
optimization algorithms. In contrast, AutoTune uses a less so-
phisticated search algorithm than Bayesian optimization, but
can handle a high-dimensional search space and complicated
operational constraints.

3 The Design of AutoTune
Having reviewed existing approaches to optimizing applica-
tion performance and resource efficiency, we now describe
AutoTune’s design. We begin by defining terminology used
through the rest of the paper, then describe the types of de-
ployments we target, and finally present AutoTune’s design.

3.1 Terminology

AutoTune’s inputs are the application A and performance
metric P to be optimized, an initial deployment D0, and a
representative workload W . The initial deployment consists
of a resource allocation R0 that specifies what resources are
allocated to each microservice in A, and a set of placement
decisions that specifies what microservices are colocated with
each other. Given these inputs, AutoTune uses W to compute
an initial performance P0, and AutoTune’s optimization pro-

cess ensures that any deployments perform at least as well or
better than P0.

AutoTune considers four resources: memory, CPU cores
(both full cores and fractional assignments), disk bandwidth,
and network bandwidth. We use the term microservice re-
source (MR) to refer to the allocation of one of these resources
to a particular microservice on a particular server. AutoTune
adjusts microservice resource allocations and microservice
placements in order to minimize the number of servers re-
quired and then produces a new deployment at the end of this
process.

3.2 Target Deployments

We envision that AutoTune is deployed in a test cluster, and
the resulting deployment is then used in production. Auto-
Tune’s computation relies on changing resource allocations,
and observing the performance impact of such changes. Run-
ning this in a test cluster ensures that AutoTune does not
negatively impact performance in production. Additionally,
AutoTune is designed to be used in clusters where resources
are allocated in the form of servers or VMs (we refer to both
as servers below), and the orchestrator can place zero or more
microservices in each VM. As a result, we measure resource
efficiency in terms of servers, and AutoTune’s optimization
objective aims to minimize the number of servers, rather than
merely minimizing total allocated resources.

3.3 Phase 1: Resource Clampdown

AutoTune’s first phase focuses on identifying over-
provisioned microservice resources in the initial deployment,
and then eliminating over-provisioning.

AutoTune identifies over-provisioned resource by stressing
individual MRs; i.e., reducing the amount of the resource
allocated to the microservice and then measuring the end-
to-end application performance. AutoTune uses the results
from stressing to classify each MR as either an impacted
microservice resource (IMR) – a MR whose reduction hurts
application performance – or a non-impacted microservice
resources (NIMR) – a MR whose reduction has no negative
impact on application performance. Whenever a NIMR is
identified, AutoTune reduces the resource allocation by the
same amount used in the stressing step. AutoTune repeats this
process until no more NIMRs are identified. The resulting
resource allocations are tight, in that any resource reduction
will result in performance degradation.

While the previous step yields a tight resource allocation,
it does not necessarily free up any servers, since it does not
change placement. The next part of phase 1 thus produces a
new placement that packs all of the microservices into fewer
servers. While doing so, AutoTune attempts to avoid colocat-
ing any pair of microservices that might affect each other’s
performance. In order to do so we rely on the ability to order
the impact of different microservice resources. We define a
microsevice resource r as being more impacted than MR r′
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Figure 1: Observed utilization for frontend microser-
vice.

Figure 2: Observed utilization for storage microser-
vice
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Figure 3: Actual Job Completion Time after adding
resources to the multiservice microbenchmark.

if reducing r’s allocation has a greater impact on application
performance than r′. Given this ordering, we can also identify
the set of most impacted MR’s.

Observe that the stressing results above already provide
us with sufficient information to identify the most impacted
resource for each microservice. Given this information, and
the number of available servers, the AutoTune placement
algorithm begins by placing microservices so that any two
colocated microservices differ in their most impacted MR.
When this placement strategy is no longer feasible, AutoTune
switches to a round-robin placement strategy. The resulting
placement is guaranteed to fit within only as many servers as
are needed for the tight resource allocation identified previ-
ously; however, this change in placement might have resulted
in worse performance.

To protect against this, AutoTune checks application perfor-
mance with the computed placement. If the new performance
is worse than the initial performance P0, then AutoTune tries
other variants (by changing the order in which microservices
are placed) to identify a placement that performs as well or
better than P0. If no such placement can be found, AutoTune
increases the number of servers and reruns the placement
strategy. This process necessarily terminates, since the initial
placement had performance P0.

At the end of phase 1, AutoTune produces a new deploy-
ment where no MR is overprovisioned, and that potentially
uses fewer servers without negatively impacting application
performance.

3.4 Phase 2: Performance Improvement

The deployment produced in phase 1 might not utilize all
server resources. In the second phase AutoTune allocates
these resources so as to improve application performance.
This stage begins with AutoTune assigning unallocated re-
sources on each server to the microservice most likely to
benefit from additional resources. To do so, for each type of
resource available on a server, AutoTune identifies the mi-
croservice on that server that is most impacted by that resource
type, and allocates the microservice all available resources
of that type. AutoTune reuses measurements from phase 1 to
determine impacted microservices on a server.

While the previous step allocates all available resources, in
many cases performance can be further improved by chang-
ing resource allocations. This is because in cases where two

microservices α and β on the same server are impacted by the
same resource, then it is possible that moving impacted re-
sources from one service (e.g., β) to the other (e.g., α) results
in a net improvement in application performance. We iden-
tify opportunities for transferring resources using a gradient
descent algorithm which iteratively matches highly sensitive
MRs with less sensitive MRs of the same resource type that
are colocated on the same machine.

4 Additional Issues
Next we discuss some of the additional challenges addressed
by our design.

4.1 Reducing Search Space

Because we have four resources, stressing microservice re-
sources one at a time would require that AutoTune evaluate
performance for 4M different deployments (where M is the
number of microservices). AutoTune reduces the number of
deployments that have to be tested by randomly partitioning
all MRs into p partitions. AutoTune then measures perfor-
mance after reducing allocation for all MRs in a partition.
This measured performance is used differently by the two
phases:
Phase 1: Partitions in Resource Clampdown If application
performance does not degrade when a partition is stressed,
AutoTune infers that none of the MRs in the partition are
impacted. If on the other hand a performance degrades, Auto-
Tune splits the partition itself into p random partitions, and
uses the same process to select those subpartitions which de-
grade performance. This process continues recursively until
all impacted MRs are found.
Phase 2: Partitions in Performance Improvement When
using gradient descent, AutoTune first identifies the most-
impacted partition. Within that partition, AutoTune applies
the original gradient descent method, stressing each MR in-
dividually. Thus, in each iteration of the the gradient descent
process, AutoTune with the pruning method with p partitions
only needs to explore N·k

p + p MRs per iteration, rather than
of having to explore N · k MRs.

Observe that for partitioning to be effective in either phase
we need most partitions to not impact application performance.
In our tests we have found that empirically this is indeed the
case, and the set of impacted MRs is relatively small. In our
experiments we found that the use of partitioning reduced
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AutoTune’s runtime by 2− 3× on average. However, even
when there are many impacted MRs the use of partitioning
has no impact on correctness, nor does it significantly impact
AutoTune’s efficiency.

4.2 Minimizing Placement Changes

Changing the placement of a microservice takes longer than
merely changing its resource allocation. This is because
changes to placement necessitate launching a new copy of
the microservice, while resource changes can often be done
without needing to terminate an existing copy. This observa-
tion influences our design in two ways: first, we minimize
the number of times placement is changed (only at the end of
phase 1 and the beginning of phase 2); second, we stress (i.e.,
reduce allocated resources) rather than increase resources to
measure a MR’s impact on application performance. Stress-
ing a resource is guaranteed not require placement changes,
while increasing resource allocation might in cases where a
microservice is running on a fully utilized server.

4.3 Discrete Gradient Descent

Analytically, gradient descent uses derivatives in order to
choose the direction for change. Here, we must implement a
discrete derivative (when stressing the application); in order
to evaluate the derivative, we compare the application per-
formance with the original MR with one that differs by an
amount δ, and the question is how do we choose δ. AutoTune
sets δ proportional to the server’s resource capacity. However,
rather than use a fixed percentage, we start at 30% and then,
at each iteration of the algorithm, we decrease this percentage
by a factor of 1.2. This allows us to take finer and finer tests
of discrete changes. We also implement a binary search fea-
ture when evaluating resource transfers. When we increase
one MR by δ and decrease another by the same amount and
find no change in application performance, we then execute a
binary search between the original and tested allocations to
see if we overstepped a local optima.

4.4 Placement

Our experience suggests that placement is typically not a
crucial factor in application performance, aside from the
special case of affinity. However, because containers (and
indeed most other software isolation mechanisms) do not
completely isolate performance, interference between colo-
cated microservices can negatively impact application perfor-
mance. Discovering this would require exhaustively search-
ing through all placement possibilities, which would be too
time-consuming. Instead, we address this issue by prefer-
ring, when when searching for optimized deployments, those
that colocate microservices that were colocated in the initial
deployment and enforcing any administrator provided place-
ment constraints. This allows AutoTune to incorporate any
insights the operator might have about possible performance
interference.

5 Dynamic Workloads

Thus far our design has focused on applications with relatively
predictable load patterns where we could assume that the oper-
ator supplied a representative workload which could be used
to evaluate performance. Since almost all workloads have
some natural variation, we further assume that this supplied
workload represents the high-end of anticipated workloads
(and the degree of such overestimation is up to the operator
based on their tradeoff between performance and efficiency).
We also assumed that the operator provided an initial deploy-
ment on which this workload has acceptable performance.
These are reasonable assumptions for batch workloads and
relatively stable real-time workloads. However, we cannot
make these assumptions for real-time workloads with signif-
icant variation (which we assume is the common case for
real-time workloads).

For these real-time workloads, the common practice is to
significantly overprovision (we have heard some operators
provision their deployment to handle up to three times the av-
erage workload), and then rely on autoscaling (as described in
Section 2, this independently scales the microservices based
on local measurements) to handle any further overloading.
We propose an alternate approach, based on AutoTune, to
increase efficiency. In this case, the operator provides several
different workloads (based on historical usage patterns) and
their corresponding deployments which achieve satisfactory
performance. AutoTune is run on each of these workload/de-
ployment pairs, producing more efficient deployments which
achieve the same or better performance than the given de-
ployment for each workload. In production, the operator uses
an automated mechanism that measures the current load and
picks the most appropriate deployment for the current load.

For this approach to be feasible, we must ensure that the
deployment changes are relatively rare, which requires a de-
gree of overprovisioning and using some amount of hysteresis
so that the deployment is not changed based on short-term
fluctuations. To investigate how this might work in practice,
we study a production Datadog trace that contains the rate of
API calls in 10 second intervals over a four week time period.

We apply this trace to a web application developed using
the MEAN Stack (described in §7), and implement the follow-
ing scheme. We pick some degree of overprovisioning (i.e.,
pick a deployment designed for a load level higher than the
average by some amount) and stick with the degree of overpro-
visioning until we observe five minutes of load that are signif-
icantly higher or lower than the previously observed average.
The five minute period is unlikely to cause major performance
disruptions because, as we show in §8, AutoTune-generated
deployments hold performance even when the workload is
10-20% greater than experimental workload, and then perfor-
mance degrades gracefully that.

When the aberrant load is sustained for more than five min-
utes, the system switches to a deployment that can handle
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the new load. This new deployment is similarly overprovi-
sioned, so it can handle increased load in the future. Since
we assume that AutoTune only produces a finite number of
deployment configurations, we pick the deployment gener-
ated using the workload with the lowest average request rate
that is still higher (by the same overprovisioning factor) than
the production workload’s recently observed average request
rate.

Table 1 shows how often the deployment would need to
change, for different levels of over-estimating workload. If
the operator overprovisions by 10%, the system would have
to transition to a new deployment once every 45 minutes. At
the other extreme, if the operator overprovisions by a factor
of three, the system would only have to transition to a new
deployment once every week.

Where in between these two extremes an operator would
choose to operate would depend in part on how expensive
(in terms of resources) it is to overprovision for higher loads.
These results are also shown in Table 1. Note that overpro-
visioning for a factor of three costs roughly 54.5% extra in
resources, and doing so for a factor of 2 costs roughly 34%
(and requires deployment changes roughly once every three
days).

Finally, we measure the impact of response latency to
changes in workload in an overprovisioned setting, since too
large an increase in response latency would pose an imped-
iment to the use of AutoTune in dynamic settings. For this
evaluation we overprovisioned the cluster with 30% additional
resources, and then considered a scenario where request rates
instantaneously increase to 1.6× the original request rate. The
1.6× increase represents the largest consistent increase (i.e.,
sustained for 5 minutes) we observed in the Datadog trace.
The request rates and distributions were taken from the trace.
We show a CDF of response latencies for the original request
rate (baseline) and the increased request rate in Figure 4. We
observe that median and 90th percentile response latencies
remain unchanged. While we do observe a nearly 6× increase
in maximum latency, this is likely due to the additional re-
quest queuing. We can thus conclude that most requests see
reasonable response latencies, and hypothesize that additional
overprovisioning might be necessary in scenarios where low
tail latencies are crucial.

Thus, assuming a production deployment similar to the one
captured by the Datadog trace, one can use AutoTune for
dynamic workloads without significant overprovisioning and
infrequent deployment changes.

6 Implementation
Next we describe AutoTune’s prototype implementation. Au-
toTune is designed so it can be integrated with any container
orchestrator. Our prototype implementation integrates with
two orchestrators: Kuberentes and Kelda [24]. Below we
detail some of the interesting aspects of our prototype imple-
mentation.
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Figure 4: CDF of response latency for a 30% overprovisioned deployment
with the expected request rate (baseline) and a request rate that is 1.6× higher
(Largest five minute increase).

Workload Increase Percent Overprovisioned Time between change

1.2× 0.01 1.49 hours
1.4× 27.5 1.95 hours
1.6× 29.86 51.3 hours
1.8× 30.2 59.62 hours

2× 34.0 77.88 hours
3× 54.5 166.1 hours

Table 1: The impact of changes in workload: by how much do resources need
to be overprovisioned to handle workload increases; and, on average, how
much time (measured in hours) elapses in our trace before overprovisioned
resources are no longer adequate.

6.1 Workload Generation

Similar to prior approaches for resource allocation [5], Au-
toTune requires that the operator provide a representative
workload, which it then uses for optimization. In our evalua-
tion (§8) we use Apache Bench [4] as a workload generator,
and this approach might be usable by many applications. In
addition, operators can also use tools such as Kraken [46],
GoReplay [1], etc. to record and replay production traffic
when using AutoTune.

Additionally, many organization rely on canary deploy-
ments for testing and profiling. Live production traffic is often
mirrored to these canary deployments, thus allowing profil-
ing and debugging on live traffic. AutoTune can be used in
canary environments. While this might increase the time for
convergence due to traffic changes between experiments, this
does not impact correctness. Moreover, recent work [32]
has shown that one can use transfer learning to extend perfor-
mance models learned in more constrained environments (e.g.,
in Canary deployments) to more general environment (e.g.,
production clusters). In future work we plan to investigate
the use of similar techniques in order to improve AutoTune’s
robustness.

6.2 Reconfiguring Applications

The configuration for some microservies, e.g., Nginx or Spark,
depend on the number of resources allocated to them, and thus
must be changed by AutoTune. For such microservices, we
require that operators provide scripts that AutoTune can in-
voke to update microservice configuration whenever resource
allocations are changed. Programmatic APIs to change con-
figuration are increasingly common, andother tools including
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Kubernetes Helm [2] rely on similar mechanisms.

6.3 Stressing

As we described previously in §3, AutoTune stresses microser-
vice resources in order to identify impacted MRs. Our current
implementation considers four resources: CPU core alloca-
tion, CPU quota per core, network bandwidth, disk bandwidth,
and memory allocation. AutoTune can be easily extended to
consider other resources. Below we briefly describe how we
stress each of these resources:

CPU Quotas: AutoTune relies on cgroups to control CPU
allocations, and allocates microservices both timeslices on a
single core and whole cores. AutoTune relies on Linux’s com-
pletely fair scheduler (CFS) to allocate timeslices on a core by
specififying a microservice’s container period and quota. The
current implementation allocates a quota relative to a fixed
period (chosen at the start of the experiment) such that the
maximal stressing never exceeds the minimal scheduling time
quantum in the underlying operating system.

CPU Cores: AutoTune allocates CPU cores to a microser-
vice by increasing its CPU quota sufficiently so that no other
microservice can be colocated. More precisely, given a mi-
croservice with quota aggregate CPU quota and c cores, throt-
tling down by one core would mean provisioning a quota of
quota

c · (c−1).

Memory stressing: AutoTune uses cgroup’s memory quo-
tas to limit the amount of physical memory and swap space
allocated to a microservice. In order to prevent out-of-memory
errors, AutoTune monitors each microservice’s memory uti-
lization and ensures that the application has sufficient memory
and swap space allocated.

Disk Bandwidth: AutoTune stresses the disk using
blkio [37], and sets hard limits on read and write bandwidth
from block devices. AutoTune uses both joint and individual
throttling of read and write bandwidth.

Network Bandwidth: AutoTune stresses the network by
limiting link bandwidth Linux tc[23]. To do this we first mea-
sure the maximum attainable inter-VM network bandwidth,
and then impose k% stress by limiting the container’s band-
width to (100− k)% of this maximum. tc uses hierarchical
token bucket (HTB) to implement this rate limit, and schedul-
ing network traffic using HTB imposes some CPU overhead.
In our experience this additional overhead did not noticeably
affect our results.

7 Microservice Application Overview
For our evaluation we use microservice applications that re-
semble those running in production, and used by enterprises
and moderate sized deployments, rather than services such as
S3 and Google. We first describe some common microservice
design patterns that we observed, and then we present three

Nginx Page 
Server

PostgreSQL

Python Map 
Server

Route Server 
(Go)

Driver Service 
(Go)

Redis

Nginx Ingress 
Controller

Customer 
Service (Go)

API Server 
(Go)

Figure 5: HotROD Application, modified from Uber. Red circles indicate
endpoints.

MySQLNodeJS Server

ElasticSearch PostgreSQLLogstash

Kibana

Spark

HAProxy

Figure 6: Apartment Rental Multi-service Application

end-to-end microservice applications that we used to evaluate
AutoTune.

We surveyed a number of industry practitioners to deter-
mine (i) which open source microservices were commonly
used together, e.g., ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana)
stack, Spark/MySQL, etc. and (ii) how these services are ar-
chitected, e.g., chain or aggregation patterns [19] [39]. In
response, we selected three applications: two (slightly mod-
ified) open source microservice applications and one of our
own.
HotROD Application [40] (30 MR) (Figure 5) is a modified
distributed tracing application created by Uber to demonstrate
its open source tool Jaegertracing [40]. We extended HotROD
by adding two additional features: First, we split the frontend
to be a separate API service and Nginx service to serve static
pages. We also added a mapping service to pull graph data
from S3 which is plotted using Networkx [22] and returns a
JSON file which is rendered on the webpage. We also add an
Nginx ingress and Haproxy load balancers to distribute load
across all replicas of the mapping and API service. These ex-
tensions increase the number of MRs AutoTune need consider
when applied to HotROD.
MEAN Stack [3] (12 MR) is an application commonly used
in tutorials introducing programmers to the MEAN stack,
a popular server-side Javascript stack. The application uses
three different types of microservices: MongoDB (database
service), NodeJs (web server), and HAProxy (load balancer).
Apartment Rental Application (48 MR) (Figure 6) is a web-
application we developed to test this project, that is comprised
of eight microservices. We use two different workload when
testing this application: a write heavy workload (referred to
as Apartment App Write) and a workload consisting of a mix
of reads and writes (referred to as Apartment App Mix).

7



8 Evaluation
We evaluated AutoTune using the applications described in
§7, and running them on clusters of m4.xlarge AWS EC2
instances, each of which ran Ubuntu 17.04. Unless other-
wise specified, we use 99th percentile response latency as our
performance metric. We have tested on a broader range of
metrics, and observed similar results. Below we first present
end-to-end evaluation results showing AutoTune’s efficacy,
and then present microbenchmarks.
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Figure 7: Changes in number of servers (bars) and 99 percentile response
latency (lines) over the course of running AutoTune end-to-end. We show
both values at (1) the initial configuration; (2) after overprovisioned MRs
have been reduced; (3) at the end of phase 1 which includes changes to
placement; (4) after phase 2.

8.1 End-to-end Experiments

We start by applying AutoTune to the applications in §7. We
show results for the MEAN stack in Figure 7a, the apart-
ment application with mixed workload in Figure 7b, and the
HotROD application in Figure 7c. In these graphs, we show
how performance (99th percentile latency) and server usage
changes as AutoTune runs. We show performance (line) and

number of servers (bar) at four points: (1) the initial overpro-
visioned deployment, (2) after stressing and reducing each
microservices resources (but before changing placement), (3)
at the end of phase 1 (§3.3) after microservices have been
packed onto fewer servers, and (4) at the end of the perfor-
mance improvement phase (§3.4). We use the performance
of the initial deployment as our baseline, this is because Au-
toTune’s primary goal is to achieve the same performance
with fewer resources. Additionally, finding an optimal deploy-
ment (i.e., the global minima for latency) would require an
exhaustive search which is infeasible for the applications we
consider here.

In the three applications we evaluated, the initial deploy-
ment split resources evenly between the three microservice
instances. After running AutoTune, the MEAN stack achieved
33% better performance with half the number of servers, the
apartment application achieved 20% better performance with
2.5× fewer servers, and the HotROD application used half
the servers with roughly the same performance level. In or-
der to determine these final deployments, AutoTune required
roughly 13, 18, and 18 hours for MEAN stack, Apartment
App, and HotRod App, respectively.1 While the exact im-
provements vary based on application, we see significant im-
provements in all for resource efficiency, and performance that
is at least as good as the initial deployment – in a reasonable
amount of time.

The graphs also show that the MEAN stack and the write
heavy workload of the apartment application experience slight
performance degradation in the initials stages of the process,
but show overall improvements after phase 2. This is because
the available network bandwidth between microservices in-
creases when they are packed onto fewer machines, and this
shifts the bottleneck (in this case to the CPU). The Perfor-
mance Improvement Phase can hence correct for this prob-
lem through resource transfer. While AutoTune was able to
improve the HotROD application’s resource efficiency, ob-
serve that performance does not improve in the Performance
Improvement Phase. The HotROD application contains 3
separate microservices that are all compute bottlenecked; con-
sequently, in the clampdown deployment, there was very little
free resources for impacted MRs to grow into. Nevertheless,
AutoTune was able to maintain the performance of the appli-
cation. This is in contrast to the Apartment Application where
all three resources are bottlenecks for different microservices
(CPU, Disk, and network); this diversity enabled performance
improvements in the Performance Improvement Phase.

8.2 AutoTune Robustness

Next we evaluate AutoTune’s robustness to variations in user
input and deployment conditions.

1These times might seem long, but we run every trial up to 25 times in
order to reduce fluctuations in the results.
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8.2.1 Robustness to Initial Deployment

Recall that AutoTune identifies locally optimal resource al-
locations; thus the operator-provided initial deployment can
have a significant impact on the outcome. In the end-to-end ex-
periments shown above (8.1), the initial deployments placed
three microservice instances on each server, where each mi-
croservice instance has an equal split of the server’s total
resources. We look at three different sets of initial deploy-
ments. 1.) deployments where each microservice instance has
been provisioned the maximal amount of resources for the
instance type 2.) randomly generated deployments and 3.)
deployments that result from horizontal autoscaling.

Maximally Provisioned Initial Deployment: In this ini-
tial deployment, each microservice instance was provisioned
an entire EC2 VM instance. In doing so, AutoTune contin-
ued to demonstrate effectiveness in reducing server usage.
AutoTune was able to reduce server usage by 75% for the
Apartment App and the HotRod App by 40%. However, Au-
toTune did not register performance improvements because
IMRs were already maximally provisioned; during the per-
formance improvement phase, there were no resources to
transfer because the impacted MRs were already maximally
provisioned. Compared to the initial deployments described in
the end-to-end experiments (with 3 per machine), AutoTune
identifies a deployment that is more performant but also more
expensive. For instance, for the HotRod application, starting
from a maximally provisioned initial deployment results in
a final deployment that requires 2.5x more servers, but also
achieves 2.2x better performance.

Randomized Initial Deployment: Table 2 demonstrates
four such random deployments with the Apartment App. Note
that in all cases, AutoTune was able to cut resource usage by
57% – all while either improving or maintaining performance.
Interestingly, regardless of the initial performance, 3 out of
4 of the random initial deployments converged to the same
local optima. In the one auspicious scenario where the initial
random deployment resulted in improved performance, Au-
toTune was able to converge back to that same performance.
For brevity, we elide results from other applications.

Random Dep. # # Server Reduction Init. Perf. (s) Fin. Perf. (s) % Improve

1 57% 68.3 45.2 33.8
2 57% 38.2 38.7 -0.01
3 57% 63.4 47.0 25.9
4 57% 58.5 47.9 18.1

Table 2: End-to-end runs of Apartment Application App with randomly
generated initial deployments

Horizontal Autoscaling: In Section 4, we discussed how
AutoTune could be used jointly with dynamic workloads.
In this section, we presented two possible scenarios. In this
section, we step through the AutoTune-based solution where
increased workload results in performance degradation.

Upon a workload change, resource allocations revert to
being overprovisioned (i.e., the initial deployment) and will
horizontally scale until some threshold in the scaling policy
is met. Suppose the operator decides that this (now stabilized)

w/o AutoTune w/ AutoTune
Application Scaling Thres Servers Perf Servers Perf

MEAN 90% 11 1668 6 1630
Apartment App 90% 21 7919 13 7615
HotRod 90% 22 20781 18 21302
MEAN 10% 29 1141 14 1188
Apartment App 10% 25 7686 22 6158
HotRod 10% – – – –

Table 3: Server Usage and Performance resulting from horizontal autoscaling,
compared against use of AutoTune. Horizontal Autoscaler scales when avg.
utilization exceeds scaling thres

workload level occurs regularly; the operator can optionally
offline deploy AutoTune using that new workload level. Later,
when that workload level is encountered again, AutoTune can
alter the resource allocations without any operator interven-
tion. What is the performance and resource efficiency advan-
tage of this approach over horizontal autoscaling? To this end,
we deployed all three of our microservice applications on Ku-
bernetes, and enabled horizontal autoscaling (HPA). HPA in
Kubernetes implements a control loop that checks the average
percentage utilization across all pods, and scales up if that
threshold is exceeded. We ran our experiments across two
separate utilization thresholds: 10% and 90%.

To simulate a sudden burst in load, we increased the work-
load by a factor of 10x. Upon observing the performance
degradation as a result of the increased workload, the horizon-
tal autoscaler would first take over, switching to an overpro-
visioned resource allocation. Rather than falling back to this
overprovisioned deployment everytime, the operator could
record the increased workload and subsequently run Auto-
Tune on that higher workload.

The comparison between the horizontal autoscaling ap-
proach and AutoTune are in Table 3. Performance ranged
from very slight decreases to 20% increases, while the num-
ber of servers decreased between 12% and 52%. We omit the
result of HotRod with 10% scaling because it scaled aggres-
sively beyond the capacity of our resources.

8.2.2 Robustness to Noise

As we discussed in §4, a microservice’s performance can be
influenced by other colocated programs, including programs
running in other VMs belonging to other tenants, impacting
the measurements that AutoTune relies on. We evaluate the
impact of this by deploying our application containers along-
side containers running computation at random intervals. This
emulates the effect of a multitenant environment. The noisy
neighbors run workloads that use all resources i.e., CPU, disk,
memory and network. To emulate multitenant environments,
these neighboring containers are pinned to a different core
from the application under test.

Table 4 shows the server reductions across deployments
with and without noise. Server reductions remain unchanged
while performance improvements varied somewhat (in both
directions). Note that the results in this table are deployed
on a different instance type (with more resources to facilitate
the noisy neighbors) and should not be compared with earlier
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Application % Server Reduction % Performance Improvement

Apartment 57 14
Apartment (w/ noise) 57 10
HotRod 42 4.6
HotRod (w/ noise) 42 1
MEAN 50 4
MEAN (w/ noise) 50 17

Table 4: Comparing AutoTune’s efficacy towards server reduction and per-
formance increase with and without noise.
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Figure 8: Robustness of MEAN App performance with additional concurrent
requests. AutoTune used a workload of 2000 requests, indicated by the dashed
vertical line.

end-to-end experiments.

8.2.3 Robustness to Workload Fluctuations

AutoTune’s mission is simple: given an initial deployment
and a representative workload, AutoTune tries to find a more
efficient deployment (fewer servers) with at least as good per-
formance. One might worry that after this process of reducing
servers, the resulting deployment would be so highly tuned
that it would become very sensitive to workload fluctuations.
This would be bad, since fluctuations are inherent in customer-
driven applications. Fortunately, in our experience of running
the applications we discuss here, the resulting performance
is not highly sensitive to small workload fluctuations. We
illustrate this with an example.

We took the MEAN application, and then altered the work-
load by increasing the rate of requests. Because the clients op-
erate in closed request loops (request, then response, then new
request), we merely increased the concurrency of this loop
to issue several simultaneous requests. The original work-
load had a concurrency of 2000, and Figure 8 shows how
MEAN application performance changes as this level of con-
currency is varied, while using the deployment computed by
AutoTune on the original workload. As shown in the graph,
99p latency grows gradually until the number of concurrent
requests triples (from 2000 to 6000 concurrent requests), at
which point the performance starts degrading far more rapidly.
At this point, the operator would benefit from rerunning Auto-
Tune with a workload consisting of 6000 concurrent requests
or more.

This fits with our general experience with AutoTune that
application performance does not suddenly degrade. One rea-
son for this is that while the clampdown process produces
a tight resource allocation, once these allocations are used
to produce a new deployment, there are excess resources on

Application Initial Servers Final Servers Iterations Clampdown Hours

Apartment App Write 21 3 3 1
Apartment App Write 7 3 4 1
Apartment App Mix 21 5 8 3.5
Apartment App Mix 7 4 4 1.75
HotRod 21 11 9 5
HotRod 7 4 6 4.4
MEAN Stack 4 2 4 1

Table 5: Running just Resource Clampdown on applications across two
different initial deployment settings.

Application % Improve Time (hr)

Apartment App Mix,99p latency 26 11
Apartment App Mix, 50p latency 30.4 16
MEAN Stack, 99p latency 65.9 9
MEAN Stack, 50p latency 45 10
HotRod, 99p latency 6 12

Table 6: Overall Performance gains from gradient step in performance hill
climbing.

each server because one typically cannot perfectly binpack the
microservices into a minimal set of servers. In addition, ap-
plications are typically designed to degrade gracefully rather
than fall off a cliff, and this might provide another reason for
resilience.

8.3 Resource Clampdown Phase Illustration

Now that we have examined AutoTune’s overall impact in
terms of server reduction and application performance, we
focus in on the two phases of AutoTune to see where these
improvements come from. In this subsection, we demonstrate
the resource efficiency gains and runtime of just Resource
Clampdown Phase. Table 5 details the server savings as well
as the Clampdown runtime. In keeping with the previous
sections, we provide two initial deployment configurations:
one container per machine, and three containers per machine.
Only one initial deployment is shown for MEAN stack, since
the MEAN stack only has four microservice instances. We
find that in all cases resource utilization reduces at the end
of this phase, and that across applications this phase took be-
tween 30 minutes and 7 hours. This time depends on several
factors including the input deployment and the chosen work-
load, and can hence be reduced by having the operator make
appropriate choices.

8.4 Performance Improvement Phase Illustration

In this subsection, we evaluate the second phase of AutoTune:
Performance Improvement. Like the previous section, we start
by providing an overview of its performance gains and run-
time. Next, we go a step deeper into the two primary mech-
anisms that underlie the Performance Improvement Phase.
First, we evaluate the effectiveness of resource stressing for
IMR identification. We then provide an example of how re-
source transfer works.

8.4.1 Performance Improvement Phase: results

We start by providing overall results from applying Perfor-
mance Hill Climbing to these applications, before evaluating
the individual steps in this phase. Table 6 shows the perfor-
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mance improvements in this phase, showing that Performance
Hill Climbing in these cases improves application perfor-
mance by between 17% to 66%. While achieving this im-
provement takes several hours for some applications, this is
determined by the performance metric and workload selected
by the operator, and hence depends on the setting in which
AutoTune is used.

Application Single MR % Improve Most impacted?

Apartment App Write Node, CPU 30.4 Yes
Apartment App Mixed Node, CPU 16.1 Yes
HotROD App. Api, CPU 16.1 Yes
MEAN Stack Node, CPU 55.5 Yes

Table 7: Effect of Provisioning more resources to the Most Impacted MR on
the first iteration of the Performance Hill Climbing Phase.

8.4.2 Performance Improvement Phase: Stressing Ef-
fectiveness

We dive a level deeper and explore the inner workings of Auto-
Tune, starting with the fundamental mechanism of AutoTune:
resource stressing. The ability to determine the relative sen-
sitivity of an MR underlies AutoTune’s effectiveness. Since
AutoTune uses stressing to infer something about each MR,
false positives are possible in the Performance Improvement
Phase. While we empirically have found that AutoTune does
not require an exact, complete ordering of MR sensitivity, the
algorithm revolves around two basic tasks that are important
to get right. The first is identifying the most impacted MR, as
it is the most direct way of improving AutoTune performance
in the Performance Improvement Phase. The second is to
distinguish impacted MRs from non-impacted MRs, since we
only want to transfer resources to impacted MRs. In this sub-
section, we illustrate how effectively AutoTune accomplishes
these two goals for the applications we tested.

First, we demonstrate that resource stressing is an effective
way of identifying the most impacted MR. Table 7 shows
that in every application that we tested, AutoTune was able
to identify the most impacted MR correctly. We confirmed
that the MR was indeed the most impacted by exhaustively
increasing each MR’s resource allocation and measuring the
resulting performance.2

Next, we look at AutoTune’s ability to positively identify
an impacted MR. We illustrate IMR identification with an
example using the MEAN stack. Figure 9 shows the mea-
sured end-to-end performance resulting from stressing the
a single MR. Note that we omit some MRs from the figure
for clarity; the MRs we removed did not impact performance
when resource allocation was decreased. Based on this result
of this gradient, AutoTune would identifies following MRs
as being IMRs: (Node, cpu), (Mongo, memory), and (Mongo,
cpu). When compared to the the actual performance improve-
ments for the same MRs (Figure 10), we see that provisioning

2Note that we can do this kind of resource increase for this special test,
but when running AutoTune such increases are not possible because they
typically violate the resource constraints on the server.

more resources to those exact three MRs results in perfor-
mance gains. The other MRs – correctly identified as NIMRs
– did not result in significant performance improvements when
the resource allocation was increased. For the MEAN stack,
the stressing mechanism positively identified all the IMRs.
Additionally, note that provisioning more resources to the
most impacted MR causes end-to-end performance to im-
prove by 752 ms (which is nearly 30%). It is important to
re-emphasize here that the Performance Improvement Phase
makes no guarantees about the exact magnitude of the perfor-
mance improvement upon the mitigation of the bottleneck.

We observed similar behavior among the Hotrod and Apart-
ment Apps.

8.4.3 Performance Improvement Phase: Resource
Transfer Example

Now that we have shown that AutoTune can positively iden-
tify IMRs, we discuss concretely how resource transfer works.
The gradient phase improves performance by transferring
resources between less impacted MRs and more impacted
MRs. Transferring resources in this way should work well
if everything was cleanly linear in behavior. However, this
assumption does not hold in practice, and simultaneously tak-
ing two actions (e.g., moving resources from an NIMR to an
IMR) can yield unexpected behavior.

To evaluate how well this works in practice, we observed
the ability of AutoTune to transfer resources in various
setups. Within the Apartment App, we zoomed into the
ELK stack, which consists of three microservices: Elas-
ticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana. CPU-Quota was initially
evenly distributed between Elasticsearch and Kibana. The
baseline performance under this configuration was measured
to be 31.49 seconds. In the first iteration, AutoTune iden-
tifies Elasticsearch CPU-Quota as the most impacted MR.
Upon reducing the resource allocation of (Kibana,cpu−
quota) by 25% and increasing (Elasticsearch,cpu−quota)
by the same amount, performance improved to 28.48 sec-
onds, equivalent to the performance exhibited simply by im-
proving (Elasticsearch,cpu−quota) by 25% whilst leaving
(Kibana,cpu− quota) to be constant. We observed similar
behavior for the MEAN stack.

While this does not cover the space of all application behav-
iors (even within the applications that we explored), thus far
we have not seen an application where transfering resources
from a correctly identified non-impacted MR and provision-
ing it to a correctly identified most-impacted MR has resulted
in undesirable behavior. In the event of this undesirable be-
havior, AutoTune is capable of detecting it. Once detected, the
backtrack step would simply take over and ultimately undo
the resource transfer.

8.5 Additional Issue: Effect of Interference

In this section, we dive into the issue of interference, which
we discussed in Section 4 (Additional Issues). In particular,
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we illustrate how AutoTune copes with interference on the
HotRod application, the only application we tested where
placement contributed to the application performance. This is
because the HotRod applications exhibits a significant num-
ber of compute-impacted MRs. AutoTune empirically detects
interference by measuring the clamped down performance
with the original placement and compares it with the perfor-
mance on the new compacted placement. For the HotRod
application, performance degraded by 12% – despite having
the same resource allocations.

Recall that AutoTune reduces the likelihood of new inter-
ference by 1.) preserving colocated microservice instances
from the initial deployment and 2.) exclusively assigning
core(s) to those microservices. Upon applying affinity-based
placements and core pinning, performance degradation upon
clampdown decreased to 2%. With this mechanism, more
compute resources were utilized, but the number of packed
nodes remained constant. Ultimately, for this version of the
HotRod application, this simple mechanism improves per-
formance after the clampdown phase at no additional cost
to the operator. There are clear limitations to this approach,
especially when all compute MRs are similarly impacted. Our
solution here does not attempt to exhaustively eliminate con-
tainer interference; other projects have addressed this problem
extensively [30, 45]. Nevertheless, in the only case where our
applications encountered interference, the combination of
core pinning and invariant placement sufficiently mitigated
the effect of placement on performance.

9 Related Work
Recent work to determine resource allocations has largely fo-
cused on provisioning resources for individual microservices,
rather than considering complex dependencies in end-to-end
heterogeneous microservice applications. These projects can
take either a data-driven or domain specific approach. Ex-
amples of work that adopt the data-driven approach include
Paragon [13] and Quasar [14] that rely on microarchitectural
details to reduce colocation overheds. While these works
do not make any assumptions about the application, and can
account for behaviours such as noisy neighbors (which are
ignored by AutoTune), they cannot scale to applications con-
taining several microservices. Domain specific approaches in-
clude work such as Ernest [47], CherryPick [5] and Paris [48]

which make strong assumptions about application structure
(e.g., assuming map-reduce like data parallel frameworks) or
that the application is comprised of homogeneous services.
Other approaches to the resource allocation problem have
relied on the use of instrumentation and custom tooling to
infer application dependencies. This approach adds perfor-
mance overheads and increases system complexity complex-
ity. Sieve [42] considers performance across multiple mi-
croservices, but requires instrumentation like sysdig or dtrace,
with overhead of up to 100% in the worst case [18]. Addition-
ally, these tools suffer from causation ambiguity and leads to
high rates of false positives [26, 29]. Other proposed systems
allow operators to infer performance behaviors of various
systems, but they largely require significant modifications to
the hypervisor or to the application under test [20, 21] or only
explore performance improvements along a single resource
dimension (e.g., network) [7, 20, 35]. Other works have sug-
gested improving application performance through profiling
programs and optimizing code [9, 10, 34]; these provide a
different set of knobs from impacted MR allocations, and thus
can be jointly used with AutoTune to improve application per-
formance. Past proposals on resource scheduling [15, 17, 31]
assume that the administrator provides resource requirements
as input; thus we view these work as complimentary.

10 Conclusion

It is important to consider AutoTune relative to its goals. Au-
toTune was not intended to provide optimal performance, nor
optimal efficiency, nor provable guarantees, nor to work well
with arbitrarily varying workloads. Instead, it was designed to
be easy-to-use (operators need only provide an initial deploy-
ment, a representative workload, and a performance metric)
and generally applicable (it does not make any assumptions
about the nature of the application) tool that reduces the num-
ber of servers needed to deploy applications while maintaining
(or improving) performance. We believe AutoTune achieves
this goal, and we are not aware of any other tool that does so.
However, only widespread use of AutoTune will allow us to
fully understand its limitations, which hopefully will lead to
further improvements.
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